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What can EGT do for oncology?

What can oncology do for EGT?

Ask not

but

… actually, let's do both.



  

Insilications

Heuristics

abDuctions

Abstractions

- fix some hypothesis class, and select parameters from training data
- fit model to data, generate context limited predictions
- classical example: machine learning, most ‘Bayesian’ things.

- all system dependent parameters are empirically measurable.
- used to compute dynamics, and predict future value of parameters

- classical example: orbital mechanics for getting Curiosity to Mars

- assumptions need not be testable, and calculations vary in rigor.
- used as theoretical case studies to illustrate a point.
- classical example: most of game theory

- given any valid instance premises, conclusions necessarily follow. 
- not build to illustrate a point, but as tools to analyze any theory
- classical example: Turing machines and other models of 
computation

Some philosophy 
of science



  

What can EGT do for oncology?



VOP

DEF

GLY

NOT



  

Acid mediated tumour invasion hypothesis

Acidity as a public good

Proportion of glycolytic cells

Proportion of aerobic cells

Fitness of glycolytic cells

Public good

Acidity function



  

Vascularization as a club good

Club good

Proportion of aerobic VEGF (over)producers

Proportion of aerobic defectors

Vascularization function



  

Factoring the replicator equation

=

1 - p

1 - q

1 - x_G

1 - x_V 1 - x_D



  

Acidity and vascularization as linear goods

… a tiny pinch of mathemagic



  

Three possible dynamic regimes:

If b_a > (b_v - c)(n + 1) then the population converges towards all-GLY, else

if b_a < (b_v - c)(n + 1) then one of two cases is possible:

● If b_v > c(n + 1) then the population converges towards all-VOP, else

● if b_v < c(n + 1) then the population will orbit around an internal fixed-point with 

q* = b_a/((b_v - c)(n + 1)) and 1 – b_v/(c(n + 1)) < p* < c(n + 1)/b_v - 1.





  

Treatment and order effects:

● angiogenesis inhibitors (lowering b_v, or 
raising c) like bevacizumab look like a bad 
treatment in our model. In contrast,

● the ideal therapy in this model involves treating 
or avoiding anemia (so b_v is high), and

● supplementing with buffer therapy (decreasing 
b_a) if the first condition is met.

Order of treatment matters



  

Non-linear acidity and vascularization functions 
as matrix games (equialent to n = 1 limit) 

GLY

VOP

DEF

GLY VOP DEF



  

What can oncology do for EGT? See 
Poster 92

in  
Pope A14



  

Finding a game

Fibroblasts

Alectinib-Sensitive 
NSCLC

Alectinib-Resistant 
NSCLC

Alectinib

See 
Poster 92

in  
Pope A14



  

Watching the game and keeping score See 
Poster 92

in  
Pope A14
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Thank you


